Agile-Sync Development Kit™
Agile-Sync™ lets you bypass the risks that plague
“big bang” conversions.

Why it Works

A lot of what we do at Osprey Software
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Development involves building new
Individual migration
systems for clients and replacing legacy
Synchronized live data
mission-critical systems that either can’t
get the job done, or don’t do it effectively.
But although often outdated, in-place systems are vital to our clients’ day-today business operations, meaning that every overhaul must be managed
carefully—and thoughtfully.
That’s where our Agile-Sync Development Kit™ comes into play, our
distinctive answer to a longstanding problem related to shepherding
successful conversions. It’s like changing out the engine while you’re still
behind the wheel, driving.

Our technology lets you maintain control and protect your business.
So let us help make your next overhaul, a smooth one.
We take a gradual approach that reduces risk, handing off business processes and data one
piece at a time from the legacy system to the new system.
It also allows you to maximize business impact by turning on the most powerful portions of
your new system, first.
This means you can manage deployment-related risks that could impact your business.
Even better? New functionality can be made available in stages, meaning your users don’t
have to wait before benefitting from improved performance and functionality.
For the duration of the conversion process, both systems run side-by-side, with all live data
synchronized—so you don’t skip a beat.
We conduct thorough testing at each phase so there are no surprises once we’re finished.

Osprey’s Agile-Sync Development Kit sets a new standard for re-platforming
mission-critical applications. Our track record of satisfied clients speaks to our
extensive experience building customized software systems, as well as the superior
talent and technical expertise of our development and delivery teams.

Ready to move forward?
For more information on how Osprey can make your next software venture a success,
visit www.OspreySoftwareDevelopment.com,
email sales@ospreysoftware.com or call (888) 677-7394.
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